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ABSTRACT
We present the results of an extensive survey for rapid pulsators among Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB) stars in ω Cen. The
observations performed consist of nearly 100 hours of time-series photometry for several off-centre fields of the cluster, as well as
low-resolution spectroscopy for a partially overlapping sample. We obtained photometry for some 300 EHB stars, for around half
of which we are able to recover light curves of sufficient quality to either detect or place meaningful non-detection limits for rapid
pulsations. Based on the spectroscopy, we derive reliable values of log g, Teff and log N(He)/N(H) for 38 targets, as well as good
estimates of the effective temperature for another nine targets, whose spectra are slightly polluted by a close neighbour in the image.
The survey uncovered a total of five rapid variables with multi-periodic oscillations between 85 and 125 s. Spectroscopically, they form
a homogeneous group of hydrogen-rich subdwarf O stars clustered between 48,000 and 54,000 K. For each of the variables we are
able to measure between two and three significant pulsations believed to constitute independent harmonic oscillations. However, the
interpretation of the Fourier spectra is not straightforward due to significant fine structure attributed to strong amplitude variations.
In addition to the rapid variables, we found an EHB star with an apparently periodic luminosity variation of ∼2700 s, which we
tentatively suggest may be caused by ellipsoidal variations in a close binary.
Using the overlapping photometry and spectroscopy sample we are able to map an empirical ω Cen instability strip in log g − Teff
space. This can be directly compared to the pulsation driving predicted from the Montre´al ”second-generation” models regularly used
to interpret the pulsations in hot B subdwarfs. Extending the parameter range of these models to higher temperatures, we find that the
region where p-mode excitation occurs is in fact bifurcated, and the well-known instability strip between 29,000–36,000 K where the
rapid subdwarf B pulsators are found is complemented by a second one above 50,000 K in the models. While significant challenges
remain at the quantitative level, we believe that the same κ-mechanism that drives the pulsations in hot B subdwarfs is also responsible
for the excitation of the rapid oscillations observed in the ω Cen variables.
Intriguingly, the ω Cen variables appear to form a unique class. No direct counterparts have so far been found either in the Galactic
field, nor in other globular clusters, despite dedicated searches. Conversely, our survey revealed no ω Cen representatives of the rapidly
pulsating hot B subdwarfs found among the field population, though their presence cannot be excluded from the limited sample.
Key words. stars:oscillations, stars: horizontal branch, stars: subdwarfs, stars: variables: general, globular clusters: individual: ω Cen
1. Introduction
Hot subdwarfs are evolved compact stars with temperatures
between ∼ 20,000–70,000 K and surface gravities in the 5.6
. log g . 6.1 range. They are commonly found both among
the Galatic field population, where they are spectroscopically
classified as sdB or sdO stars according to their temperature,
and in globular clusters, where they are generally referred to as
Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB) or Blue Hook stars based on
colour and magnitude measurements.
There are several competing theories for the formation of
hot subdwarfs. In the canonical scenario, the hot subdwarf pro-
⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Chile (proposal
IDs 083.D-0833, 386.D-0669, 087.D-0216 and 091.D-0791).
genitor loses nearly all of its envelope mass near the tip of the
red giant branch (TRGB), leaving it with a H-envelope shell
too thin to ascend the asymptotic giant branch after core He-
ignition and producing a He-core burning star with a very thin
hydrogen-dominated envelope (Dorman et al. 1993). For stars
that form part of a binary system, the necessary mass loss can
be nicely modelled in terms of binary interactions involving
Roche lobe overflow or a common envelope phase (Han et al.
2002, 2003). Single hot subdwarfs may have undergone an un-
usually efficient stochastic mass loss, or can alternatively be
explained in terms of merger scenarios involving at least one
white dwarf (Han 2008; Justham et al. 2011; Clausen & Wade
2011). For stars that lose sufficient mass before approaching the
TRGB, the thermonuclear flash may be delayed until as late as
the early white dwarf cooling track, leading to extensive mix-
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ing of thermonuclear burning products and leading to very hot
subdwarfs with atmospheres dominated by He and showing en-
hancements of C and N (D’Cruz et al. 1996; Brown et al. 2001;
Miller Bertolami et al. 2008). In globular clusters, an additional
possibility is the He-enhanced scenario, where the high tempera-
tures of EHB stars are attributed to a greatly enhanced initial He
abundance in the globular cluster (e.g. D’Antona et al. 2002).
The scenarios proposed can in principle be tested obser-
vationally, since the different formation channels leave an im-
print on the resulting mass distribution, binary properties and
atmospheric parameters. In this respect it is interesting that
the hot subdwarf populations observed in different environ-
ments (Galactic field, globular cluster) appear to show system-
atic differences, both in terms of their distribution in log g-
Teff-log N(He)/N(H) space (see e.g. Latour et al. 2014) and the
observed binary fraction (Maxted et al. 2001; Moni Bidin et al.
2008). Another very promising way to observationally constrain
the origin of hot subdwarfs is via the study of the pulsations
detected in a subset of them. At the qualitative level, the pres-
ence or absence of pulsations can provide some indication of the
internal structure of the star, while asteroseismology can be em-
ployed to measure specific stellar parameters such as the mass to
a high precision (Fontaine et al. 2012).
Several types of non-radial pulsators are now known among
hot subdwarfs in the Galactic field. The first to be discovered
were the rapidly pulsating subdwarf B stars, also known as
sdBVr, V361 Hya, or EC 14026 stars (Kilkenny et al. 1997).
These objects are H-rich sdB stars found in a well-defined in-
stability strip between ∼29,000 and 36,000 K and show multi-
periodic luminosity variations on a typical timescale of 100–200
s with amplitudes of a few mmags (or a few tenths of a per-
cent of the star’s mean brightness). The non-adiabatic pulsation
properties have been modelled very successfully in terms of low
order pressure (p) modes excited by a κ-mechanism associated
with a local overabundance of iron in the driving region. Indeed,
the instability strip predicted by the so-called Montre´al “second-
generation” models (Charpinet et al. 1996, 1997) matches that
observed almost perfectly. Interestingly, fewer than 10% of sdB
stars within the instability strip appear to show pulsations at
a measurable level (Bille`res et al. 2002; Østensen et al. 2010).
The most convincing explanation so far brought forward for this
phenomenon is the perturbation of the levitating iron reservoir
within the stellar envelope by weak winds (Fontaine et al. 2006),
but this remains to be modelled in detail. On the other hand, the
quantitative interpretation of the observed period spectra based
on adiabatic pulsation calculations is well-advanced for these
stars and has led to the asteroseismic inference of fundamental
parameters (including a very precise estimate of the mass, sur-
face gravity, the thickness of the H envelope and in some cases
the determination of the internal rotation) for some 15 targets
(see Charpinet et al. 2015, for a recent review on sdB star aster-
oseismology).
The slowly pulsating subdwarf B stars (sdBVs or V1093
Her pulsators) were discovered some years after the sdBVr stars
(Green et al. 2003). Rather difficult to observe from the ground,
these objects exhibit low-amplitude luminosity variations with
periods on the order of one to two hours and are found at
the cooler end of the sdB star distribution between ∼22,000
and 29,000 K. Like the sdBVr stars they have H-dominated
atmospheres. The pulsations can be qualitatively explained in
terms of low degree, high radial order gravity (g) modes ex-
cited by the same κ-mechanism that is active in the rapid pul-
sators (Fontaine et al. 2003), however accurately reproducing
the observed instability strip remains a challenge. Models in-
corporating not only iron but also other radiatively levitating
elements such as nickel (Jeffery & Saio 2006; Hu et al. 2011;
Bloemen et al. 2014) have been most successful in this respect.
With the availability of long uninterrupted time-series photom-
etry of extraordinary quality, quantitative asteroseismology has
become feasible also for these pulsators, allowing the burning
core to be probed via the deeply penetrating g modes for the first
time (Van Grootel et al. 2010a,b; Charpinet et al. 2011).
In addition to the two well-established classes of pulsat-
ing hot subdwarf stars we know several hybrid pulsators that
lie at the intersection of the sdBVr and sdBVs instability
strips and show both p and g-mode pulsations (e.g. Schuh et al.
2006), as well as two apparently unique objects. The first, LS
IV−14◦116 (Ahmad & Jeffery 2005), is an intermediate He-rich
sdB that falls in the middle of the sdBVr instability strip but
shows sdBVs-like g mode pulsations. So far, there has been
no entirely satisfactory explanation for the pulsations observed.
Quite intriguingly, it was recently shown to be a halo object
(Randall et al. 2015), which may indicate a distinct evolution-
ary history compared to the garden variety sdB stars. The sec-
ond unique object is V499 Ser (often referred to as SDSS
J160043.6+074802.9 in the literature), a hot (Teff ∼ 68,500 K
according to Latour et al. 2011) He-rich sdO star that exhibits
very rapid multi-periodic oscillations with periods between 60
and 120 s (Woudt et al. 2006). Exploratory non-adiabatic com-
putations suggest that the pulsations may be driven by the same
κ-mechanism that is at work in the sdBVr and sdBVs stars
(Fontaine et al. 2008).
All the pulsators described so far belong to the Galactic field
population. Given that EHB stars are commonly found also in
globular clusters, an obvious next step was to search for coun-
terparts to the field pulsators there. Unfortunately, obtaining high
quality light curves for those EHB stars is extremely challenging
from an observational point of view due to the faintness of the
targets and the crowding of the field. Ground-based observations
are feasible only for a small number of nearby clusters besides
being restricted to the outer parts of the cluster, and space-based
observing time e.g. on HST is very competitive. We discovered
the first rapid EHB pulsator candidate serendipitously based on
two hours of time-series photometry for a field in ω Cen that
had been selected as a backup target during an unrelated run
with SUSI2 at the NTT operated by ESO on La Silla, Chile
(Randall et al. 2009). This initial detection triggered an exten-
sive follow-up survey, which revealed the candidate pulsator to
be the prototype of a hitherto unknown type of EHB pulsator.
First results, including the announcement of four rapid pulsators,
were published in a short Letter by Randall et al. (2011). Here,
we present an in-depth analysis of the completed survey.
2. The search for rapid EHB pulsators
The time series photometry for ω Cen that we present here was
obtained under different observing programs and spans three ob-
serving seasons in April 2009, 2011 and May 2013. All data
were gathered at the NTT and were reduced and analysed in a
very similar way. The main difference between the datasets is
that the 2009 and 2013 runs were allocated on EFOSC2, while
the 2011 data were obtained with ULTRACAM (Dhillon et al.
2007). In total, we observed 10 pointings mapping part of ω Cen
(see Fig. 1) for ∼100 hours. Please see Table 1 for an observing
log containing the pointing coordinates as well as details on the
time-series gathered. Details on the different observing runs are
given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
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Fig. 1. Fields in ω Cen covered by the EFOSC2 (red) and
ULTRACAM (green) observations. We also show the region
covered by the ACS catalogue (turquoise) and indicate the vari-
ables detected from the survey (pink crosses).
The reduction procedure employed was as follows: all im-
ages were first bias-subtracted and flat-field corrected using
standard IRAF routines (EFOSC2 data) and the ULTRACAM
pipeline (ULTRACAM data). For the ULTRACAM data, a sep-
arate image was generated for each of the two amplifiers for
the three (u′g′r′) chips. Then, a point-spread function (PSF) was
calculated for every image using DAOPHOTIV (Stetson 1987)
on a selection of a few isolated and bright stars. The analyti-
cal part of the PSF was quadratically variable across the image
and fixed to a Moffat function (EFOSC2) or dynamically cho-
sen to be either a Moffat, a Gaussian or a Lorentz function by
DAOPHOTIV (ULTRACAM). ALLSTAR was then run over all
the images. In order to obtain a single photometric catalog for
each observed field with the images in the same coordinate sys-
tem, we used DAOMATCH/DAOMASTER (Stetson 1994). As
a reference catalog, we employed UBVI-band photometry of ω
Cen collected with the Wide Field Imager (WFI) on the 2.2-m
ESO/MPI telescope at La Silla that covers an area of ≈ 40′×
42′ across the entire cluster (Castellani et al. 2007). We then
performed simultaneous PSF-photometry for each of the fields
with ALLFRAME. For the ULTRACAM data the resulting cata-
logues for each observing night were scaled to a reference night
(April 25), which corrects for nightly differences in the zero-
points due to the changing seeing conditions and the PSF. The
EFOSC2 datasets were corrected only for the zeropoints rela-
tive to the WFI B-band. Note that no absolute flux calibration
was performed since we are interested primarily in relative flux
variations over time.
EHB star candidates were selected in brightness and colour
from a merged catalogue comprising the WFI photometry men-
tioned above as well as F435W and F625W photometry ob-
tained with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) aboard the
Hubble Space Telescope (for more details see Castellani et al.
2007). The colour-magnitude diagram obtained on the basis of
this merged catalogue is shown in Fig. 2. The ACS data have
Fig. 2. Colour-magnitude diagram based on the merged
ACS/WFI catalogue used for the selection of EHB star candi-
dates in ω Cen. The position of the five short-period variables
and the longer-period variable are indicated.
much better spatial resolution and photometric accuracy than the
WFI measurements, but cover only the central part of the cluster
(see Fig. 1). Whenever our EFOSC2/ULTRACAM targets over-
lapped with the ACS catalogue, we used these measurements to
select candidate EHB stars with brightness 17.8 < F435W <
19.8 mag and colour −0.3 < F435W − F625W < 0.3 mag.
Otherwise we used the WFI catalogue and selected stars with
17.8 < B < 19.8 mag and −0.3 < B − V < 0.2 mag. This pro-
cess resulted in a list of ∼450 candidate EHB stars (see Table 2)
within the observed fields, 293 of which we were able to detect
from our PSF photometry. Our EHB star sample should be un-
derstood to encompass bona fide core-helium burning EHB stars
as well as post-EHB stars and a potentially mixed bag of post-
RGB and post-AGB stars that happen to fall in the right region
in the colour-magnitude diagram.
2.1. A multi-field search for EHB pulsators with EFOSC2
The 2009 observations obtained with EFOSC2 encompass 8
fields, each covering 4.1′×4.1′. These fields were typically ob-
served for 2.5–4 hours, with the exception of one pointing
(efosc1), which was observed for 11 hours over two consecu-
tive nights. We used the Bessel B filter, since it yielded the best
compromise between maximising the flux sensitivity of the CCD
and minimising crowding, and an exposure time of 20 s, result-
ing in a cycle time of ∼40 s with the fast readout and additional
overheads. During this first run, we were extremely lucky with
the weather, not losing any time and working mostly under good
seeing conditions (see Table 2 for the seeing under which the
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Table 1. Log of fast time-series photometry obtained for ω Cen
Field α (2000.0) δ (2000.0) Start date (UT) Start time (UT) Length (h) No. of images
ULTRACAM (u′g′r′)
ucam 13:27:08.5 −47:32:29 2011-04-22 23:16 9:47 5525
ucam 13:27:08.5 −47:32:29 2011-04-23 23:16 10:14 5900
ucam 13:27:08.5 −47:32:29 2011-04-24 23:19 9:48 6086
ucam 13:27:08.5 −47:32:29 2011-04-25 23:53 9:12 5709
ucam 13:27:08.5 −47:32:29 2011-04-27 23:08 9:47 6082
EFOSC2 (B)
efosc1 (1) 13:27:09.0 −47:33:26.8 2009-04-15 23:58 6:03 597
efosc1 (2) 13:27:09.0 −47:33:26.8 2009-04-17 02:05 5:05 481
efosc2 13:26:01.7 −47:30:06.3 2009-04-16 06:08 3:37 342
efosc3 (1) 13:27:38.3 −47:25:46.3 2009-04-17 07:14 2:28 233
efosc3 (2) 13:27:38.3 −47:25:46.3 2009-04-18 23:31 2:36 217
efosc4 13:26:18.4 −47:24:55.2 2009-04-19 02:12 4:10 385
efosc5 13:26:08.9 −47:34:26.7 2009-04-17 23:26 3:36 354
efosc6 13:26:39.4 −47:22:10.2 2009-04-18 03:37 2:49 244
efosc7 13:26:36.4 −47:35:44.7 2009-04-18 06:27 3:12 280
efosc8 13:27:05.0 −47:25:11.0 2009-04-19 06:24 3:20 339
efosc9 (1) 13:26:21.7 −47:27:14.0 2013-05-11 01:34 4:55 426
efosc9 (2) 13:26:21.7 −47:27:14.0 2013-05-11 23:11 2:55 249
Fig. 3. Histogram of the noise level in the Fourier spectrum of
the EHB lightcurves extracted from the EFOSC2 fields (non-
filled area) and from the ULTRACAM field (red hashed area).
The vast majority of the ULTRACAM targets have noise levels
below 0.6 % of the mean brightness of the star, while for the
EFOSC2 fields there are several outliers where the quality of the
light curve is low. Note that the noise level of the ULTRACAM
data was measured in the u′ band, while for the EFOSC2 data it
is based on the B band.
data for the different fields were obtained). Accordingly, the de-
tection rate of EHB stars selected from the WFI/ACS photome-
try in the field of view monitored is quite high considering the
faintness of these stars and the crowdedness of the field. For
the highest quality dataset (efosc1) we detected nearly 80% of
the EHB stars, while the completeness was around 60% for the
combined sample. Please see the NEHB (number of EHB stars
present in the field according to the ACS/WFI catalogue) and
NDET (number of EHB stars detected on the EFOSC2 chip from
that sample) columns in Table 2 for details. Note that the com-
pleteness of the sample for a given pointing depends largely on
the crowding of the EHB stars in the field, as well as the seeing
conditions during the run.
For each of the EHB stars detected in the fields observed
we computed light curves for all datasets available (just one for
most fields, but efosc1 and efosc3 were each observed twice).
Using an automated script, we first converted the relative magni-
tudes to relative flux, excluded any bad datapoints and outliers,
and then normalised each light curve. After combining the light
curves for a given star from different datasets (if applicable) we
then computed the Fourier spectrum and estimated the average
noise level in the 1–15 mHz range of interest (corresponding to
periods of 67–1000 s; the noise level is simply the average of
the Fourier spectrum in this region after taking out any pulsation
peaks). At frequencies below 1 mHz the noise level increases
markedly due to atmospheric effects, therefore we excluded this
region. Of course, this means that our data are not sensitive to
longer periodicities such as those found in the slowly pulsating
sdB stars in the field. Note for completeness that we checked all
targets for pulsations out to the Nyquist frequency (∼25 mHz for
the EFOSC2 data) but found no pulsations faster than 80 s.
The number of EHB targets for which reasonable detection
limits could be placed for the presence of pulsations (defined
by a 3.7-σ detection threshold of 1%, see Section 2.3 for de-
tails) is a function mostly of the quality of the dataset (i.e. the
number of images obtained and the observing conditions). Due
to the inherent difficulty of observing faint globular cluster stars
from the ground using a medium-size telescope, we were able to
place 1% detection limits for pulsations on just 20% of the EHB
sample in the fields monitored (see Table 2). Nevertheless, and
much to our delight, we detected rapid multi-periodic pulsations
with periods in the 84–125 s range and maximum amplitudes
between ∼0.9 and 2.7% in 4 H-rich sdO stars. The Fourier spec-
tra and pulsation properties extracted from the EFOSC2 (2009)
data for these four objects (hereafter V1–V4) have already been
published (Randall et al. 2011), and are therefore not discussed
here. However, we will make use of the 2009 EFOSC2 time-
series photometry sample in the statistics discussed below.
In 2013, we returned to the NTT and gathered EFOSC2 data
for one extra pointing (efosc9), selected to include a promising
pulsator candidate with similar atmospheric parameters as the
known pulsators (172409, see Table 5) as well as V3 from the
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Table 2. Statistics for the different fields monitored
Field NEHB NDET Detvar Detlowamp NV t(h) seeing (′′) Noise (%)
efosc1∗ 48 37 24 (24) 10 (13) 2 (V1,V2) 11.1 1.17 (0.9–1.9) 0.19
efosc2 45 24 8 (9) 0 (0) 0 3.6 1.21 (0.9–2.3) 0.48
efosc3 27 11 5 (6) 2 (3) 0 5.1 1.32 (1.0–2.0) 0.35
efosc4 52 21 16 (18) 4 (10) 1 (V3) 4.2 1.04 (0.8–1.6) 0.19
efosc5 16 13 11 (11) 1 (4) 1 (V4) 3.6 1.56 (1.2–2.6) 0.20
efosc6 35 15 2 (4) 0 (0) 0 3.6 1.50 (1.2–2.3) 0.49
efosc7 27 21 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 3.2 1.87 (1.5–2.5) 1.34
efosc8 63 40 6 (9) 0 (0) 0 3.3 1.42 (1.0–2.4) 0.42
efosc9∗∗ 63 35 0 (3) 0 1 (V3) 7.8 1.35 (0.9–1.9) 0.61
ucam 123 123 94 (96) 36 (40) 3 (V1,V2,V5) 48.8 1.11 (0.7–2.6) 0.18
TOTAL 293 142 (153) 43 (57) 5 94.3
∗ entirely overlapped by ucam field
∗∗ partly overlapped by efosc4; 10 of the NDET stars coincide, including V3
2009 field efosc4. While we used the exact same instrumental
setup as for the 2009 observations, we were not so lucky with the
observations the second time around. Neither the seeing nor the
sky transparency were optimal, and in addition we experienced
intermittent problems with the telescope focus. The complete-
ness of the EHB sample is just 55 %, slightly below the average
for the 2009 pointings. Even though we gathered nearly eight
hours of useful time-series photometry for the new field, the
noise level of the data is comparable to that achieved for efosc2
or efosc6, which were observed for only three and a half hours
under similar seeing conditions. To a large extent this is due to
the placement of efosc9 relatively close to the cluster centre and
the resulting high crowding of the field. The more crowded the
field, the more the quality of the photometry is affected by bad
and variable seeing. Comparing e.g. the noise level in the light
curve obtained for V3 in efosc4 (seeing ∼1.1′′) and efosc9 (see-
ing ∼1.4′′) reveals the former to be a factor of 3.5 lower, even
though only just over half the number of images were gathered.
Nevertheless, we were able to confirm the two known pulsation
periods of V3 from the new data at 109.8 s (with a relative am-
plitude A=3.8%) and 103.1 s (A=2.3%). Unfortunately, no new
pulsators were discovered, and the detection limits we were able
to place on the EHB stars detected were modest (including for
the promising candidate variable), but the results are included in
the statistics below.
2.2. Follow-up observations with ULTRACAM
The aim of the ULTRACAM observations was to secure a longer
time-series for just one field containing the previously identified
variables V1 and V2 in order to better characterise the pulsa-
tion spectrum and eventually perform asteroseismology. At the
same time, a relatively large (6′′×6′′) field would be monitored
in depth, providing high-quality lightcurves for over 100 EHB
stars and the chance to discover relatively low-amplitude pul-
sators. The ULTRACAM pointing completely covers the previ-
ously monitored field efosc1, as well as a region of ω Cen that
had not been monitored before. We were allocated a total of 6
nights on the NTT, one of which was lost due to weather. Over
the remaining 5 nights, we gathered nearly 50 hours of simul-
teneous multi-colour u′g′r′ data with an exposure time of 6 s.
ULTRACAM is extremely efficient for time-series photometry
as there is negligible deadtime (25 ms) in between exposures,
and the cycle time is effectively the same as the exposure time.
While the ULTRACAM data were obtained in three bands
(Sloan u′g′r′), only the u′ data are used for the statistics pre-
sented here. Both the g′ and particularly the r′ data suffered from
severe crowding, especially during periods of bad seeing, and
this combined with the lower intrinsic flux of the EHB stars at
longer wavelengths renders the r′ data completely useless. The
g′ data were found to be useful for individual EHB stars that are
subject to less crowding, but overall their inclusion degraded the
noise level and detection thresholds achieved. Therefore, we fo-
cus on the more reliable u’ data. We computed the combined
nightly ULTRACAM light curves, Fourier spectra and detec-
tion thresholds following the exact same procedure as for the
EFOSC2 data. Note that again we searched the Fourier spectra
out to the Nyquist frequency, but found no pulsations with peri-
ods less than ∼ 80 s despite being sensitive to periods as low as
∼ 12 s.
As expected, the quality of the ULTRACAM u′ data is sig-
nificantly higher than that achieved on average for the EFOSC2
fields. This is due to the much longer time spent monitoring the
targets, as well as the u′ optimised ULTRACAM CCD and the
nearly 100% duty cycle. For details please see Fig. 3, where we
show a histogram of the noise level in the Fourier spectrum for
each of the light curves extracted from the EFOSC2 fields com-
pared to that for the ULTRACAM field. All of the 123 ACS/WFI
EHB stars in the field were detected in at least some of the
ULTRACAM u′ images, and a reasonable (1%) detection thresh-
old was achieved for 76% of these, allowing us to derive some
meaningful statistics on the pulsator fraction among EHB stars
in ω Cen. In addition, we discovered a new EHB variable, V5,
that exhibits lower amplitude pulsations than the sdO variables
found from the EFOSC2 data (see Section 2.4).
2.3. Statistics from the EFOSC2/ULTRACAM time-series
photometry
In order to derive the most meaningful statistics possible we
pooled the light curves from the EFOSC2 and the ULTRACAM
fields. A summary of the parameters of interest is given in
Table 2, where for each field we list the number of EHB stars
present in the field according to the ACS/WFI catalogue (NEHB),
the number of EHB stars that were detected in at least 100
EFOSC2/ULTRACAM images (NDET ), the number of targets
for which the 3.7σ detection threshold is less than 1.0 % (Detvar),
the number of targets for which the 3.7σ detection threshold is
less than 0.5 % (Detlowamp), the number of variables detected
(NV ), the time spent observing the field t, the median seeing
together with the range of seeing encountered, and the median
noise level in Fourier space of all light curves extracted from the
data. The two detection parameters Detvar and Detlowamp were
chosen as reasonable thresholds above which one may hope to
5
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Table 3. Details of the ω Cen variables and the slower variable (SV). The periods for V3 and V4 are taken from Randall et al.
(2011).
α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) B Teff (K) Periods (s)
V1 13:27:11.8 −47:32:29 18.30 48,500 115.0, 84.7
V2 13:27:04.8 −47:32:32 18.44 49,900 101.7, 107.8
V3 13:26:24.7 −47:24:52 18.30 49,300 109.9, 102.9
V4 13:26:15.0 −47:33:06 18.21 52,000 123.6, 113.5
V5 13:27:15.0 −47:30:51 18.51 53,400 100.6, 99.2, 107.5
SV 13:26:59.2 −47:30:27 18.01 48,200 2685
Fig. 4. Finding charts for the five ω Cen variables labelled V1–5 as well as the slower variable (bottom right) based on FORS2
preimaging taken under ∼0.8′′ seeing in the Johnson B band. The size of each image is 30′′×30′′ with North at the top and East
to the left. The coordinates of the respective pointings can be found in Table 3. The inlay in the bottom right-hand corner shows a
zoomed-in finding chart based on ACS F435W images, where available.
detect a) high-amplitude pulsations similar to those measured for
the ω Cen sdOs V1-V4 and some of the higher amplitude rapid
sdB pulsators (Detvar), and b) low-amplitude pulsations typical
of more normal sdB pulsators (Detlowamp). The corresponding
values in brackets give the number of stars that do not show
peaks in the Fourier spectrum above these (1.0 and 0.5 %) limits.
This latter category contains all the targets with 3.7σ noise lev-
els below the limits, as well as objects with higher noise levels
but where the highest (spurious) peaks are below the limits. In
some ways it is the more interesting value, as it gives the number
of stars for which we can exclude pulsations down to the quoted
level.
In the computation of the total number of EHB stars detected
from our observations as well as the associated detection thresh-
olds we take into account the overlaps between different point-
ings. The field efosc1 for example is ignored here since it is com-
pletely overlapped by the higher quality ucam field. Similarly,
efosc4 partially overlaps with efosc9. For the 10 detected EHB
stars that coincide for the two fields the efosc4 light curves are all
of higher quality, so it is these that are used in the statistics. Note
that we attempted to combine the light curves obtained for the
same stars from different pointings, but this degraded the quality
of the Fourier spectrum.
Strictly speaking, the ULTRACAM and EFOSC2 data show
systematic amplitude differences at the quantitative level since
they were obtained with slightly different passbands. All other
things being equal, the measured amplitudes of the pulsations
as well as the noise level (which is dominated by differential
atmospheric variations) are expected to be comparatively larger
in the u′ compared to the B by as much as ∼ 20–30%. Therefore,
the effective noise level achieved for the ULTRACAM pointing
is in fact quite a bit better than that for efosc1, despite the values
in Table 2 being very similar. At the qualitative level and in terms
of the number of stars for which detection limits can be placed
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Fig. 5. Fourier amplitude spectra for V1,V2 and V5 based on the combined ULTRACAM u′ light curve. The horizontal dashed line
indicates the 3.7-σ detection threshold for each data set.
however the data are comparable. Note also that the pulsation
periods are independent of the bandpass used for observation.
From Table 2 it can be seen that from the data gathered we
could have potentially detected pulsations at the 1% level for
some 150 EHB star candidates. Given that we actually found 4
pulsators at that amplitude level, the fraction of high-amplitude
variables compared to EHB candidates in our sample is ∼2.7%.
At the lower detection threshold of 0.5%, we would have de-
tected pulsations for 57 EHB star candidates, which taking into
account the 5 variables detected (the four high-amplitude ones
plus one at lower amplitude) gives a pulsator fraction of ∼10
%. Note that all the five variables detected are H-rich sdO stars,
rather than analogs of the sdB stars known to pulsate among
the Galactic field population. While our observations would not
have been sensitive to the long-period sdB variables, we should
have detected any typical sdBVr stars among the 57 targets
where we achieved a detection threshold less than 0.5%. If we
look purely at this last result and assume an sdBVr pulsator frac-
tion of 5% for the field, we would have expected to find about
2–3 sdBVr stars in ω Cen in the course of our survey. Does this
mean that rapidly pulsating sdB stars do not exist in ω Cen? In
order to address this question, we need to take into account the
distribution of our selected EHB candidates in log g-Teff space,
which we do in Section 3.
2.4. The ω Cen variables
The combined EFOSC2/ULTRACAM time series photometry
revealed a total of 5 rapid non-radial pulsators in ω Cen. Four
of these, V1–V4, were found on the basis of the EFOSC2
data alone, and the corresponding Fourier spectra have already
been published (Randall et al. 2011). Here, we show the new
ULTRACAM data for V1 and V2, and also present a new vari-
able, V5. The coordinates and main characteristics of all five ω
Cen pulsators are listed in Table 3 and they are highlighted in the
CMD shown in Fig 2. We also include finding charts in Fig. 4.
Given the crowdedness of the field these will be useful to any-
body planning follow-up observations on these targets.
The Fourier amplitude spectra for the three variables ob-
served with ULTRACAM u′ are depicted in Fig. 5. Based on
these data, we attempted to extract all periodicities present down
to a threshold of 3.7 times the mean noise level using standard
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Table 4. Periodicities extracted for V1,V2 and V5 on the basis of the ULTRACAM u′ data.
Period (s) Freq. (mHz) A (%) Freq. components
V1
1 115.0 8.70 2.4 114.98 and 114.92 s peaks
2 114.7 8.72 2.2 114.69, 114.64 and 114.57 s peaks
3 84.7 11.81 0.60 84.73, 84.59 s peaks
4 114.4 8.74 0.47
5 84.3 11.86 0.36
V2
1 101.7 9.83 2.5 101.68 and 101.63 s peaks
2 107.8 9.28 1.2 107.78 and 107.77 s peaks
3 101.2 9.88 1.4 101.27 and 101.22 s peaks
V5
1 100.6 9.94 0.54
2 99.3 10.08 0.45
3 107.5 9.30 0.42
pre-whitening techniques. This was straightforward to do only
for V5, which exhibits rather low-amplitude pulsations that show
no obvious fine structure down to the detection threshold. For the
higher amplitude variables V1 and V2 on the other hand, the pre-
whitening procedure revealed extremely complex fine structure
around the main peaks visible in Fig. 5. For V1, the splitting of
the dominant peak was already evident from the EFOSC2 data,
however the split components were spaced further apart than in
the ULTRACAM data (cf Table 1 from Randall et al. 2011). This
together with the fact that some of the split components are sep-
arated by a frequency similar to the resolution of the data set
(2.1 µHz) is taken to imply that the splitting is at least partially
an artefact, likely caused by amplitude variations in the pulsa-
tions. And indeed, the pulsations in both V1 and V2 appear to
have undergone significant amplitude variations when compar-
ing the EFOSC2 and the ULTRACAM data. For instance, the
previously dominant 115.4 s periodicity in V2 has now com-
pletely vanished, as has the 119.1 s peak in V1. Note that such
amplitude variations are very common among the field sdBVr
stars (see, e.g. Kilkenny 2010), and are therefore not unexpected.
For the periodicities reported in Table 4 we grouped together
the finely split frequency components extracted from the light
curve where applicable, and added the amplitudes of the indi-
vidual components to give the total amplitude of the combined
peak. Note that there is still some splitting of the main peaks,
albeit at a frequency spacing one order of magnitude larger than
the resolution of the dataset. While we list these frequencies sep-
arately in Table 4 for completeness, we do not believe they con-
stitute separate harmonic oscillations. Therefore, only the high-
est amplitude component is listed in the summary table for the
variables (Table 3).
Overall, the outcome of the period analysis of the
ULTRACAM data for V1 and V2 is slightly disappointing.
While the aim had been to uncover several extra frequencies be-
yond those measured from the EFOSC2 survey and eventually
attempt asteroseismology, the stars simply did not cooperate. It
appears that in general the ω Cen variables are dominated by just
a few (2–3) pulsations, any other periodicities being too weak to
be detected even from the ULTRACAM data. It is difficult to
see how one can obtain much better period spectra using cur-
rent observational facilities and taking into account the amount
of time typically allocated on large ground-based telescopes or
space facilities. For the time being, it appears that quantitative
asteroseismology is out of reach for these stars, since this typi-
cally requires at least 5–10 observed frequencies. Therefore, we
concentrate our efforts on the qualitative characterisation of the
pulsation properties of the ω Cen EHB variables in what follows.
2.5. Slower luminosity variations
The time-series photometry obtained both with EFOSC2 and
ULTRACAM was geared towards detecting short-period lumi-
nosity variations on the order of tens to hundreds of seconds.
And indeed, a visual inspection of the EHB light curves reveals
that on longer time scales of thousands of seconds and more the
light curves are generally dominated by atmospheric variations,
and the detection thresholds in the Fourier domain become pro-
hibitively large. We nevertheless decided to run a quick check
for any obvious periodicities at lower frequencies.
Somewhat unexpectedly, we noted an apparent periodicity
around 2700 s in the light curve for one of our targets (see Fig.
6). The Fourier spectrum reveals a strong peak at 2684.6 s (0.34
mHz) with an amplitude of 1.2%. There are no further credible
peaks above the detection threshold, which was set to four times
the mean noise level (compared to the 3.7 σ threshold adopted
for the higher frequency regime discussed in the previous sec-
tions this more conservative threshold somewhat compensates
for the noise increase towards the low-frequency end of the fre-
quency range considered here). Note that none of the other EHB
stars monitored show similar variations, indicating that they are
intrinsic to this target rather than due to atmospheric effects. By
sheer luck this interesting star is also part of our spectroscopic
sample (see Table 5), thanks to which we can classify it as a H-
rich sdO star with a temperature around 48,000 K. Incidentally,
these properties are very similar to those of the rapid variables
V1–V5 discussed above.
We find three possible explanations for the observed lumi-
nosity variation:
– it is the signature of an ellipsoidal variation or possibly a re-
flection effect associated with close binarity. In the first sce-
nario, the EHB star undergoes a deformation as it orbits a
close, massive (likely a white dwarf, but possibly a neutron
star or black hole) companion, giving rise to a very regu-
lar luminosity variation at half the orbital period. Such el-
lipsoidal variations have been inferred for several field EHB
stars, e.g. a 4100 s ellipsoidal variation with an amplitude
of 1.4 % was observed for the sdBVr star KPD 1930+2752
(Bille`res et al. 2000). While the ∼2700 s luminosity varia-
tion observed for the target in ω Cen is quite a bit shorter
than this, the implied orbital period of 5369 s (or 0.062 d)
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Fig. 6. Left: Light curve for the EHB star 248955 from April 25th. A low-order polynomial was fit to remove differential extinction
over the night, and outliers were removed. The black points represent the original ULTRACAM u′ data with a sampling time of
6 s while the magenta points have been binned to 100 s to reduce the noise and reveal the long-period luminosity variations more
clearly. Right: Fourier spectrum of the combined light curve from 22–25 April in the 0–1 mHz range. The horizontal dashed line
indicates 4 times the mean noise level, above which the excess power around 0.34 mHz is clearly visible.
is tantalisingly close to the shortest-period sdB + WD bi-
nary known in the field (CD−3011223 with a period of 4232
s, see Geier et al. 2013). If on the other hand the observed
luminosity variation were caused by a reflection effect, the
implied orbital period would be equal to the photometric pe-
riodicity, i.e. 0.031 d. Reflection effects are observed when
the hot subdwarf primary in a close binary periodically heats
up the observable side of its low-mass, cool companion (usu-
ally a dwarf M star or a brown dwarf, see e.g. Kupfer et al.
2015). The shortest-period reflection effect system known
(PG 1621+476, Schaffenroth et al. 2014) has a period of
0.070 d, more than twice as long as the luminosity varia-
tion detected here, and a comparatively higher photometric
amplitude of∼5%. Therefore, we believe the ellipsoidal vari-
able scenario to be more plausible for the time being.
– it constitutes a g-mode pulsation. Pulsations on time-scales
of thousands of seconds are indeed quite commonly ob-
served among sdB stars in the field. These occur for much
cooler stars with temperatures below ∼30,000 K, and also
at lower amplitudes (well below 0.5%, see e.g. Green et al.
2003). However, given that the rapid pulsators in ω Cen are
found at much higher temperatures than similar variables in
the field it is conceivable that longer periods might also be
excited at higher temperatures. In this case we would expect
to see several periodicities. Unfortunately, the quality of our
lightcurve is not high enough to tell whether the luminosity
variations observed are mono-periodic or not.
– it is not inherent to the EHB star, but caused by a contaminat-
ing (presumably cooler) star in the very crowded field. While
from the FORS2 finding chart show in Fig. 4 the star appears
to be isolated, the ACS image reveals the presence of a close
neighbour (and indeed, the FORS2 spectrum is polluted by a
cooler star).
Given the limited data currently available, all explanations
remain viable options. The most exciting is the idea of a close bi-
nary system, since up until now no EHB binaries have been con-
firmed in any globular cluster with the possible exception of an
unusual MS/EHB binary in NGC 6752 (Moni Bidin et al. 2015).
We plan to obtain follow-up time-series radial velocity observa-
tions in order to check this possibility. While the two available
FORS spectra for this star show no discernable relative velocity
shifts or obvious smearing, this is not too surprising considering
the low (∼150 km/s) velocity resolution and the long exposure
time, and we will need to wait for better data to pursue the matter
further.
3. The spectroscopic sample
The main aim of the spectroscopic observations obtained was to
determine the atmospheric parameters of the variables identified
from the photometry. At the same time, we observed as many
other EHB stars as possible within the chosen fields of view,
making full use of the multi-object capability of the instrument.
This resulted in a very nice spectroscopic sample of EHB stars
in ω Cen that is interesting in its own right. A subset of this
sample was exploited by Latour et al. (2014), who performed a
detailed abundance analysis focusing on carbon and helium. We
refer the interested reader to that publication for more details
on the atmospheric composition of the EHB stars observed, and
the implications this has in the context of understanding their
evolutionary history. Here, we concentrate on the pulsators and
the characterisation of the instability strip in terms of effective
temperature, surface gravity and helium abundance.
The spectroscopic data were obtained in service mode in
March 2011 and April 2013 using the MXU mode (600B grat-
ing, 0.7′′ slit width) of FORS2 at the VLT on Cerro Paranal,
Chile. In total, we observed three pointings that largely overlap
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Fig. 7. Some of the strongly polluted (left) and some of the “clean” (right) spectra present in our sample. The four panels in each
figure are centred on the Ca II doublet (3830–4030 Å wavelength range shown, left panel), the G-band (4165–4365 Å, second panel
from left), the Mg I triplet (5075–5275 Å, second panel from right) and the Na I doublet (5790–5990 Å, right panel). The dashed
vertical lines indicate the wavelengths in the rest frame of the stellar spectrum of (from left to right) the Ca II K and H line, the
Ca I, CH and Fraunhofer G lines making up the G-band, the Mg I triplet and the Na I doublet (see text for details). In the polluted
spectra all of these lines are seen in the rest frame of the stellar spectrum, while in the “clean” spectra the G-band and Mg I triplet
are absent and the Ca II and Na I doublets are blue-shifted, indicating an interstellar origin.
with the fields monitored with time-series photometry, obtaining
two 2750 s exposures for each. The spectroscopic targets were
selected from the EHB sample described in section 2 to fit within
the spatial constraints of the MXU mask and be relatively iso-
lated on the CCD. Nevertheless, due to the crowdedness of the
field several of the resulting spectra turned out to be too contam-
inated by neighbouring stars for a fruitful analysis (see below).
Apart from the pulsators, which were of course specifically in-
cluded, the EHB targets in the spectroscopic sample should not
suffer from an observational bias compared to the photometric
sample and can therefore be used for statistical comparisons.
Data reduction was performed using a combination of the
FORS2 pipeline and a customised IRAF procedure. The pipeline
performed bias subtraction, flatfielding and wavelength calibra-
tion, then the resulting products were used as a basis to man-
ually identify and interactively extract the relatively faint EHB
target spectra with IRAF applying background subtraction. The
resulting spectra were cleaned from cosmic rays and combined
(2 spectra for each target)1. They have a wavelength resolution
of ∼2.6 Å and nominally cover the 3400–6100 Å range, however
some are truncated due to their position on the chip.
Prior to the detailed atmospheric analysis, the spectra ob-
tained for each of 60 distinct targets were carefully inspected.
All showed a redshift of ∼4 Å indicating that they indeed be-
long to ω Cen, which has a motion of ∼ 230 km/s relative to
Earth. Two of the targets turned out to not be EHB stars, and
were discarded. The remaining 58 bona fide EHB stars were then
divided into two groups: those with “clean” and those with “pol-
luted” spectra. Targets in the first group show the spectrum of
an apparently single star, while those in the second group have
spectra that are polluted to some degree by a cooler star. Note
that this does not imply that the “clean” sample corresponds to
1 The reduced spectra are available from S. Randall upon request.
single EHB stars and the “polluted” sample contains only bina-
ries. Given the crowdedness of the field a lot of the EHB stars
are contaminated by stars that happen to fall nearby but are not
necessarily associated in any physical way, and the apparently
single stars may have an unseen faint companion such as a white
dwarf or a cool main sequence star. We can however rule out an
early type main sequence companion (such as the F or G stars
observed for many subdwarf B stars among the field population)
for the “clean” EHB stars.
A spectrum was declared “clean” if the following criteria
were met: 1) The slope of the continuum is normal, i.e. rela-
tively flat from blue to red in the unnormalised, not flux cali-
brated spectrum. Pollution from a cooler companion necessar-
ily leads to a steeper increase of the flux towards longer wave-
lengths. 2) The Ca II doublet (3933 Å K line and 3968 Å H line,
the latter is partially fused with Hǫ) is blue-shifted relative to
the rest of the spectrum, implying that it arises from interstellar
absorption rather than a contaminating star in the (red-shifted)
cluster. The Ca doublet is not seen in the restframe of the spec-
trum. 3) The G-band (made up of the feature due to Ca I at 4226
Å, the CH molecular band at 4300 Å and the Fraunhofer G line
at 4307 Å) is not detected. 4) The Mg I triplet (5167, 5172, 5183
Å) is not detected. 5) The Na I doublet (5890 and 5896 Å) is
blue-shifted compared to the rest of the spectrum and thus arises
from interstellar absorption. Conversely, the presence of the G-
band and Mg I triplet as well as Ca II and Na I in the restframe of
the spectrum was interpreted as significant pollution by a cooler
star. The difference between some of the more polluted and some
“clean” spectra obtained is nicely illustrated in Fig. 7.
Out of the 58 EHB spectra obtained, 38 were classified as
“clean” and 20 as “polluted” by a cooler star to some degree.
We attempted to fit the Balmer and He lines using our bank of
non-LTE synthetic spectra (see, e.g. Latour et al. 2011, for de-
tails). These are based on model atmospheres including metals
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Fig. 8. Results of the model atmosphere analysis for V1 (2013 data only) and V5. The thin lines refer to the observed spectra, while
the thicker lines represent the model fit. The atmospheric parameters inferred are given, as is the composition of the models used in
the fit. Note that Hǫ was excluded in the fitting procedure since it is contaminated by the interstellar Ca H line.
Fig. 9. Results of a test designed to assess the accuracy of the atmospheric parameters inferred from hot subdwarf spectra polluted
by a cooler main sequence star. The left panel shows the apparent values of Teff and log g inferred from a series of polluted model
spectra by fitting the same hot subdwarf spectra as used for the observational data, while the right panel highlights the effect of
the pollution on the derived value of log N(He)/N(H). The tracks connect models with the same input values for the hot subdwarf
component, but different levels of pollution as arising from a main sequence star (assumed to be at the same distance as the EHB
star) with Teff = 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 4750, 5000, 5250, 5500, 5750, 6000, 6250, 6500, 6750, 7000 and 7250 K (with log g =
4.5 fixed). The solid (dotted) tracks refer to a hot subdwarf component with log g = 6.0 (5.8) and Teff = 50,000, 42,000, 34,000, and
26,000 K (from left to right). For the coolest main sequence component the atmospheric parameters inferred are very close to the
input values for the hot subdwarf model, but they become more and more unreliable as the main sequence star becomes hotter and
has a larger impact on the spectrum.
with the composition derived by Blanchette et al. (2008) for hot
subdwarfs on the basis of FUSE spectra. Two example fits (for
V1 and V5) are shown in Fig. 8 for illustrative purposes. Note
that the model atmosphere fits and parameters inferred for V1–
V4 are already published in Randall et al. (2011) based on an
initial analysis of the March 2011 spectroscopy only. V1 and V2
were re-observed in 2013 and the values presented in Table 5 are
based on an average of the two observations.
In order to assess the reliability of the atmospheric param-
eters derived for the “polluted” sample we carried out some
tests using model spectra of hot subdwarfs to which we added
the relative contributions of main sequence companions of vary-
ing effective temperatures. These composite model spectra were
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Table 5. Atmospheric parameters inferred for our FORS2 spectroscopic sample of 47 EHB stars with clean or slightly polluted
spectra. Also listed are the ACS/WFI B and R/V magnitudes. For the targets that overlap with our time-series photometry sample,
the detection limit above which pulsations would have been detected is given. The rapid variables V1-V5 are indicated, as is the
slow variable (SV).
Teff (K) log g log (He/H) Ref BACS/WFI RACS / VWFI Phot. Det. (%)
177614 56,404±722 6.184±0.070 −1.476±0.085 ACS 18.443±0.011 18.699±0.012 efosc4 0.46
281063 53,393±1190 6.102±0.092 −1.655±0.134 ACS 18.506±0.013 18.719±0.013 ucam 0.31 V5
154681 51,990±745 5.828±0.073 −1.242±0.051 WFI 18.205±0.003 18.415±0.003 efosc5 0.73 V4
172409∗ 50,862±1127 5.643±0.065 −2.390±0.136 ACS 18.151±0.015 18.456± 0.016 efosc9 1.08
260664∗ 49,858±863 5.542±0.054 −1.841±0.073 ACS 18.438±0.012 18.638±0.011 ucam 0.36 V2
177238 49,277±886 6.014±0.069 −1.719±0.100 ACS 18.300±0.012 18.583±0.016 efosc4 0.77 V3
5034421 48,500±622 5.798±0.046 −1.819±0.060 ACS 18.299±0.013 18.547±0.012 ucam 0.25 V1
248955∗ 48,209±1009 5.445±0.083 −1.330±0.082 ACS 18.014±0.014 18.192±0.013 ucam 0.38 SV
5128088∗ 47,748±893 5.993±0.093 −1.197±0.077 WFI 18.816±0.003 18.985±0.003 ucam 0.53 135227∗∗
5143191∗ 47,552±984 5.475±0.082 −1.388±0.081 ACS 18.137±0.021 18.339±0.043 ucam 0.63
5067230∗ 45,351±688 5.740±0.107 −0.539±0.074 ACS 18.692±0.010 18.892±0.011 ucam 1.29
165237 44,456±377 6.178±0.110 1.017±0.158 ACS 18.335±0.011 18.546±0.011 no
5242616 43,601±626 5.862±0.076 −1.502±0.074 WFI 18.427±0.004 18.551±0.005 no
5039935 39,815±464 6.085±0.107 0.556±0.076 ACS 19.160±0.023 19.314±0.019 ucam 0.65
5138707 39,359±381 6.110±0.089 0.617±0.059 ACS 19.094±0.013 19.293±0.014 no
5085696 38,757±364 5.711±0.084 −0.102±0.053 WFI 18.747±0.003 18.744±0.004 no
5047695 38,724±545 5.819±0.119 −0.237±0.077 ACS 18.968±0.032 19.122±0.026 ucam 0.37
5124244 38,248±506 6.011±0.094 −0.041±0.056 WFI 18.892±0.004 19.033±0.004 ucam 0.43
5170422 38,183±321 5.775±0.061 −0.773±0.044 WFI 18.352±0.003 18.454±0.004 ucam 0.31
177711 36,984±422 5.783±0.073 −0.530±0.052 ACS 18.591±0.014 18.796±0.014 efosc4 0.48
264057 36,645±392 5.833±0.069 −0.885±0.053 ACS 18.583±0.016 18.777±0.013 ucam 0.58
5059328∗ 36,506±544 5.647±0.099 −0.654±0.072 ACS 18.874±0.024 19.075±0.019 ucam 1.3
5142638 36,481±401 5.791±0.067 −0.477±0.047 WFI 18.811±0.003 18.919±0.003 efosc7 3.92
5220684 36,442±332 5.932±0.057 −0.909±0.044 ACS 18.500±0.014 18.727±0.013 efosc4 0.69
5062474 36,438±888 5.904±0.139 −0.116±0.085 ACS 18.919±0.021 18.938±0.040 ucam 1.2
5102280 36,395±317 5.717±0.056 −0.949±0.043 WFI 18.357±0.002 18.441±0.003 no
165943 36,261±344 5.847±0.060 −0.745±0.043 ACS 18.513±0.015 18.764±0.015 no
274052 36,191±486 5.656±0.083 −0.389±0.058 ACS 18.720±0.014 18.883±0.013 ucam 0.36
5242504 36,072±379 5.807±0.066 −0.532±0.048 WFI 18.657±0.003 18.824±0.004 no
5164025 36,036±391 5.890±0.070 −0.646±0.050 WFI 18.878±0.003 19.037±0.004 ucam 0.36
5165122 35,876±321 5.783±0.056 −0.719±0.041 WFI 18.601±0.003 18.775±0.003 ucam 0.32
5205350 35,837±328 5.539±0.056 −0.699±0.043 WFI 18.462±0.003 18.616±0.003 no
5141232 35,804±356 5.686±0.065 −0.677±0.046 WFI 18.578±0.003 18.739±0.003 ucam 0.35
75981 35,122±288 5.789±0.049 −1.107±0.041 WFI 18.313±0.003 18.513±0.003 no 75981∗∗
53945 34,860±333 5.959±0.056 −0.711±0.040 WFI 18.724±0.003 18.906±0.003 efosc2 0.71 53945∗∗
5119720 34,775±394 5.836±0.066 −0.861±0.050 ACS 18.619±0.013 18.778±0.013 ucam 0.33
5222459 34,668±290 5.793±0.048 −0.722±0.036 WFI 18.825±0.003 18.952±0.003 efosc2 0.81
5180753 34,140±283 5.783±0.049 −1.490±0.051 ACS 18.400±0.012 18.599±0.016 efosc9 1.18
5142999 33,843±380 5.641±0.061 −1.155±0.056 WFI 18.549±0.003 18.735±0.003 ucam 0.27 164808∗∗
5243164 31,614±245 5.408±0.040 −2.656±0.134 WFI 18.206±0.003 18.359±0.004 no 75993∗∗
168035 31,458±431 5.626±0.070 −3.614±0.557 ACS 17.929±0.010 18.084±0.011 no
5185548∗ 31,191±338 5.546±0.056 −4.365±1.064 WFI 18.116±0.002 18.251±0.002 ucam 0.24
5262593 30,762±255 5.497±0.042 −3.393±0.417 WFI 17.810±0.002 17.938±0.002 no
175411∗ 29,213±293 5.454±0.047 −3.176±0.292 ACS 18.698±0.016 18.713±0.031 efosc9 1.62
204071 28,761±657 5.570±0.095 −3.074±0.186 ACS 17.929±0.021 18.100±0.014 no
5139614 27,894±379 5.521±0.058 −3.758±1.185 ACS 18.823±0.012 18.934±0.010 ucam 0.63
5238307 27,108±261 5.512±0.039 −2.287±0.073 ACS 18.590±0.013 18.673±0.018 no
∗ spectrum polluted by cooler star. The estimate of log g should be seen as a lower limit only.
∗∗ ID from Moehler et al. (2011)
then fit using the same models and procedure as applied to the
real, observed spectra, and apparent values of log g, Teff and
log q(He) were derived. The results of this are illustrated in Fig.
9. It can be seen that spectra suffering from slight contamination
will yield quite reliable helium abundances and effective tem-
peratures (although these will be overestimated a little), while
the surface gravity will be underestimated due to the deepen-
ing of the Balmer lines from the lower-gravity star. Spectra that
are strongly contaminated on the other hand will produce com-
pletely unreliable atmospheric parameters. The only way to anal-
yse these properly would be to use an iterative modelling ap-
proach that fits both the subdwarf and the main sequence com-
ponent, however this would require spectra of higher quality and
more accurate flux calibration than those in our sample.
Out of the 20 “polluted” targets, 9 have inferred apparent
values of log g & 5.4 and show only slight to moderate pollu-
tion in their spectra. Taking Fig. 9 as a guideline we then ex-
pect the values inferred for Teff and log N(He)/N(H) to provide
a good indication of the actual values, while log g is most likely
underestimated and should be interpreted as a lower limit. We
include these 9 targets in the results presented below, while the
remaining 11 strongly polluted targets are excluded from fur-
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ther analysis. Our spectroscopic sample then contains 47 EHB
stars for which useful atmospheric parameters could be inferred.
Note that 3 targets (53945, 75981 and 5142999) overlap with
the spectroscopic sample of hot horizontal branch stars in ω Cen
for which Moehler et al. (2011) derived atmospheric parameters;
our estimates are consistent within the errors. Another two of
our targets were also observed by Moehler et al. (2011), but no
atmospheric parameters were derived.
4. The EHB instability strip in ω Cen
4.1. The empirical instability strip
In order to define the observed EHB instability strip in ω Cen we
combined the results from our EFOSC2/ULTRACAM photom-
etry and the FORS2 spectroscopic targets, focusing only on ob-
jects for which both a meaningful detection limit for pulsations
as well as reliable atmospheric parameters are available. These
can be identified easily in Table 5. If a spectropscopic target was
also observed in the photometry, we list the field as well as the
detection threshold, defined as the lower of 3.7 times the mean
noise level or the highest peak. On the basis of these data we
compute the empirical EHB star instability strip shown in Fig.
10. Looking at the plot, the five rapid variables appear to clus-
ter together and form a relatively well-defined instability strip
between about 48,000 and 54,000 K. From the current sample
it is not clear whether this instability strip is pure, i.e. whether
all ω Cen EHB stars within this temperature range pulsate, but
there is no convincing evidence that this is the case. Remember
that our spectroscopic sample is strongly biased towards the pul-
sators, as they were specifically selected as spectroscopic targets.
Therefore, the fact that we find no non-pulsating EHB stars that
lie clearly within the region where pulsators are found is not sta-
tistically significant at this stage. Similarly, the boundaries of the
empirical instability region are somewhat fuzzy due to the rela-
tively small number of targets for which we have both reliable
spectroscopy and time-series photometry.
The other thing to note from Fig. 10 is that we find no rapid
pulsators at lower temperatures, particularly in the sdBVr insta-
bility strip between ∼29,000–36,000 K. However, looking more
closely we find that we observed only 2 stars that have the
appropriate atmospheric parameters for sdBVr stars (note that
those are all H-rich) to a photometric accuracy where we can
exclude pulsations typical for this class of variable. Since the
sdBVr instability strip in the field is far from pure this means
we cannot exclude the existence of these objects in ω Cen from
the available data. Certainly, sdBVr candidates (i.e. H-rich sdBs
around 33,000 K) appear to be far less common in ω Cen than
in the field relative to the remaining hot subdwarf population
(see Latour et al. 2014). Combined with the inherent observa-
tional difficulties when searching for small amplitude variations
in faint stars in very crowded fields this means that any sdBVr
stars in ω Cen (or other globular clusters) will be very challeng-
ing indeed to find.
4.2. The theoretical instability strip
We extended our Montre´al “second-generation” models that are
routinely used for the interpretation of sdBVr stars (see, e.g.
Brassard et al. 2001) to higher temperatures in order to inves-
tigate the presence of unstable p-modes also for sdO stars.
The new extended grid covers the 20,000–78,000 K tempera-
ture range and surface gravities between log g=4.8 and 6.4. The
other two free parameters in the models are the total stellar mass
Fig. 10. Observed EHB star instability strip in ω Cen, based on
the 26 targets listed in Table 5 for which the achieved detec-
tion threshold for pulsations is less than 1%. The five rapid pul-
sators are marked by large open circles. Red symbols indicate
H-rich EHB stars, blue ones show He-rich targets (compared to
Solar). The error bars refer to the formal uncertainties on the
atmospheric parameters and have been extended somewhat ar-
bitrarily towards higher surface gravities for the spectra classi-
fied as polluted since the derived values of log g only constitute
a lower limit for these stars. Dotted error bars indicate targets
where the detection threshold of the photometry lies above 0.5%
(but below 1.0%) and low-amplitude pulsations cannot be ex-
cluded.
M∗ and the logarithmic depth of the transition zone between the
He-rich core and the H-dominated envelope, but since they do
not impact the qualitative instability calculations presented here
we kept them fixed at representative values of M∗=0.48 M⊙ and
log q(H)=−4.0. Recall that the “second-generation” models in-
corporate traces of Fe that are levitating in a pure H background
under the assumption that an equilibrium has been reached be-
tween radiative levitation and gravitational settling. It is the
opacity bump associated with a local overabundance of iron in
the driving region that allows pulsations to be driven via the κ-
mechanism (Charpinet et al. 1996, 1997).
In the instability calculations presented here we focus on
low-order radial modes with P ∼15–1200 s, but the non-
adiabatic results obtained are representative also of higher de-
gree modes. Fig. 11 shows the results of our analysis. It can be
seen that in addition to the well-known sdBVr instability strip
around 34,000 K there is a second region of instability at similar
surface gravities but much higher effective temperatures. This
was already suspected from an exploratory study of pulsation
driving around the field sdO V499 Ser (Fontaine et al. 2008), but
never investigated in a systematic way. The existence of a bifur-
cated p-mode instability strip can be understood in terms of the
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Fig. 11. Theoretical instability strip for rapid p-mode pulsations
in hot subdwarfs. The small black dots identify grid points cor-
responding to stable models. Each red point identifies a model
where unstable modes are predicted, the size of the dot being
proportional to the number of excited modes. The large blue dots
show the location of sdBVr variables among the field population,
while the black cross indicates the one known rapid sdO variable
in the field. The five sdO variables we found in ω Cen are repre-
sented by black circles, the dotted extension to higher log g for
V2 indicating that the polluted spectrum obtained yields only a
lower limit on the surface gravity.
way the iron abundance profile and hence the resulting opacity
profile evolve as a function of the effective temperature of the
model. This is illustrated in Fig. 12, where we show the profiles
of the logarithmic Rosseland mean opacity log κ, the cumulative
work integral of a representative mode W, and its derivative as a
function of stellar depth dW/d log q for a sequence of represen-
tative models with fixed logg = 5.8 and Teff increasing in steps
of 2000 K from 24,000 K (top left) to 66,000 K (bottom right)
as indicated. Note that the depth within the star is expressed in
terms of a logarithm to better visualise the outer layers of the
star, in particular the envelope where the interesting ”action” oc-
curs. Looking at the top panels, we can see how the iron opacity
bump (at log q(H) ∼ −9.5 for the 24,000 K model) is pushed
towards the stellar surface as the temperature of the model is
increased. This directly affects the work function of the pulsa-
tion modes that may potentially be excited in the envelope of
the model. Here, we show two instructive quantities for a rep-
resentative radial mode with radial order k=5 (for more details
on the quantities and notation used please see Charpinet et al.
2001). The derivative of the work integral gives the net amount
of energy locally gained (or lost) by the material displaced by
the mode during one cycle of pulsation: where it is positive, the
corresponding region contributes to destabilising or exciting the
mode, where it is negative the mode experiences a stabilising or
Fig. 13. Periods excited as a function of temperature for a se-
quence of representative sdB/sdO models. Each red circle refers
to an excited mode, while black dots indicate stable modes.
damping effect. It then follows that modes for which the cumu-
lative work integral (summed from the centre towards the sur-
face) is positive are excited, while those where it is negative are
stable. Following the model sequence, we see that at 24,000 K
the damping dominates and the mode is stable. With increasing
temperature, the damping becomes less important and between
30,000–36,000 K the mode becomes unstable in the sdBVr in-
stability strip. Then the damping again becomes stronger than
the excitation before diminishing once again and allowing the
mode to be driven between 54,000 K and 58,000 K. Note how-
ever that the driving in this hotter instability strip is rather weak
in relative terms compared to the sdBVr region.
Comparing the predicted instability regions in Teff − log g
space to the location of the real pulsators in Fig. 11 we see that
while the known sdBVr stars match the models perfectly, the ω
Cen pulsators are cooler than the red edge of the hotter instability
region. This discrepancy may be partially explained by the spec-
troscopic temperatures likely being underestimated for these hot
stars. Indeed, it is thought that analyses based on optical spec-
troscopy yield systematically cooler temperatures for stars hot-
ter than ∼50,000 K due to the so-called Balmer-line problem
(Napiwotzki 1993). For the few cases where both high-quality
optical and UV data are available and have been exploited for
very hot compact evolved stars, the (more reliable) UV spec-
troscopy yielded temperature estimates over 10,000 K higher
than the optical spectra (see Latour et al. 2015, for a recent ex-
ample). We plan to refine the temperatures of theω Cen variables
on the basis of HST-COS spectra in the future, however this is
outside of the scope of this study and will be presented in a fu-
ture publication. For the time being, it is enough to keep in mind
the possibility that the temperatures derived for the hotter stars
of our sample may be systematically underestimated.
However, it is clear that simply revising the spectroscopic
temperatures of the pulsators will not solve the problem and
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bring their observed pulsational properties in line with what is
predicted from our models. This is apparent from Fig. 13, where
we show the periods excited for a series of sdB/O star models.
While the periodicities predicted for sdBVr stars around 34,000
K nicely overlap with the ∼100–150 s periods typically observed
for these stars, the modes excited at higher temperatures have
very short periods below 60 s, significantly shorter than the 85–
125 s pulsations observed for the ω Cen variables. We are well
aware of the limitations and missing ingredients in the “second-
generation” models, notably the fact that the opacity profile takes
into account only radiatively levitating iron, while neglecting
other important contributors. Nickel in particular is thought to
substantially affect the opacity profile (see Jeffery & Saio 2006;
Hu et al. 2011), and indeed may boost driving at temperatures
around 50,000–70,000 K. Also, processes other than diffusion
such as a stellar wind or weak turbulent mixing are not taken
into account. Our models clearly need to be refined in order to
accurately reproduce the pulsations observed in the ω Cen pul-
sators, and this is an ongoing long-term project. However, since
the mismatch between the observed and predicted pulsations is
at the quantitative rather than the qualitative level we do believe
we have identified the driving mechanism for these hotter sdO
pulsators to be the same basic κ-mechanism responsible for the
other classes of hot subdwarf pulsators.
4.3. Is the ω Cen instability strip unique?
The discovery of rapidly pulsating H-rich sdO stars in ω Cen
was completely unexpected, since such objects were neither
known nor predicted from models. But of course, this is the
beauty of observational astronomy: looking for one thing often
leads to finding something completely different. Following the
discovery of the pulsators in ω Cen, a systematic search was
launched to identify counterparts among the field population by
Johnson et al. (2014). Out of their sample of 36 field sdO stars, 6
are H-rich sdOs that fall within the empirical ∼48,000–54,000 K
ω Cen instability strip. None of their targets show periodic oscil-
lations down to a (very stringent) detection threshold of 0.08%.
While it is possible that we are limited by small number statis-
tics here, it does seem indicative that out of ∼150 EHB targets
monitored photometrically in ω Cen we found 5 H-sdO pul-
sators, whereas none were detected among the 600+ observed
field hot subdwarfs observed to date with much higher accu-
racy. Unlike the longer period oscillations in the sdBVs stars,
the short and high-amplitude periodicities of the ω Cen vari-
ables would not have been overlooked in noisier datasets from
smaller telescopes. On the other hand, given the limited number
of field sdO stars monitored and the possibility that the pulsator
fraction among the H-sdOs in the instability strip around 50,000
K is only say 10%, it is possible that such objects are simply
extremely rare among the field population and still remain to be
found.
The lone known field sdO pulsator V499 Ser appears to be
quite distinct from the ω Cen pulsators in that it is around 20,000
K hotter and shows a mild He enhancement (log N(He)/N(H) ∼
−0.64), while all the ω Cen variables are extremely He-poor.
On the other hand, the pulsational properties are very similar to
those reported here: V499 Ser shows a very dominant peak at
119.3 s with an amplitude of 3.5% and then several much lower
amplitude (<0.5%) peaks with periods between 60 and 120 s
(Woudt et al. 2006). And indeed, the hotter part of the instability
strip predicted from Fig. 11 does cover a wide temperature range
that could potentially encompass both the ω Cen variables and
V499 Ser. More sophisticated models, and also more observed
Fig. 14. An overview of the different types of EHB pulsator cur-
rently known among the field population together with the ω
Cen pulsators found during our survey. The discovery paper is
indicated for each class of variable.
pulsators are needed in order to settle the relationship between
the different sdO oscillators.
An additional complicating factor in our understanding of
different classes of EHB pulsators is the recent discovery of 6
rapid pulsators in the core of NGC 2808 based on HST obser-
vations by Brown et al. (2013). Out of a sample of ∼100 hot
evolved stars, 6 showed rapid luminosity variations with (FUV)
amplitudes of ∼ 2–7% and periods between 85 and 149 s. Three
of the pulsators were also observed spectroscopically with STIS,
allowing the effective temperature and atmospheric helium abun-
dance to be constrained if not accurately determined due to the
relatively high noise in the data. Intriguingly, the NGC 2808 pul-
sators seem a rather inhomogeneous bunch, and none of them
show a similar combination of atmospheric and pulsational prop-
erties as the ω Cen variables, or any of the EHB variables known
in the field for that matter. Their existence is puzzling to say
the least, and follow-up observations allowing a better deter-
mination of their atmospheric parameters are urgently needed.
Unfortunately, their location in the centre of NGC 2808 pre-
cludes ground-based observations, leaving HST as the only op-
tion.
5. Conclusion
Our observational time-series photometry and spectroscopy sur-
vey of EHB stars in ω Cen uncovered a new class of H-rich sdO
pulsators with short periods between 84 and 124 s and effective
temperatures around 50,000 K. In total, we discovered five such
pulsators, four of which show high-amplitude pulsations above
∼ 2%, and one of which exhibits much lower-amplitude lumi-
nosity variations around 0.5%. The overall yield of pulsators in
our sample is around 3%, slightly higher if we consider only tar-
gets for which we obtained high-quality light curves. From our
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observations it is not clear whether the ω Cen instability strip is
pure, and it seems quite feasible that pulsators and non-pulsators
co-exist with similar atmospheric parameters. We detected no
representatives of the well-known field sdBVr stars in ω Cen,
but from our sample cannot exclude that they exist at a similar
pulsator to non-pulsator fraction as those in the field. Quite inter-
estingly, no direct counterparts to the ω Cen pulsators have been
found in the field or in other globular clusters, despite dedicated
surveys. Fig. 14 gives a nice overview of the location of the dif-
ferent classes of known EHB pulsator among the field population
compared to those found in ω Cen in log g − Teff space.
In addition to the rapid pulsators, our photometry revealed
one target that shows a slower luminosity variation with a period
of ∼2700 s. The most intriguing explanation for this is an ellip-
soidal deformation of the hot subdwarf in a close binary with
a massive companion, however other possibilities cannot be ex-
cluded at this point. Radial velocity measurements are needed in
order to draw any more definite conclusions here.
We believe we have identified the driving mechanism for
the rapid pulsations in the ω Cen variables to be the same κ-
mechanism that is responsible for the excitation of the oscilla-
tions in both the short- and long-period variable sdB stars in the
field. Indeed, our non-adiabatic calculations show that the well-
known p-mode instability strip encompassing the sdBVr pul-
sators is complemented by another instability region of shorter
periods at higher temperatures. At the quantitative level how-
ever there are some discrepancies between the predicted and the
observed pulsations: the models excite pulsations at higher tem-
peratures and shorter periods than what is observed. We plan
to follow up on this in the future with FUV spectroscopy and
more sophisticated models. The former should allow us to reli-
ably pin down the effective temperatures for these very hot stars,
which are likely underestimated from the optical spectroscopy
presently available. On the modelling side, we need to include
other elements besides iron that affect the opacity profile in the
driving region, and also take into account the variable H-He
composition of the envelope from one star to the next.
The more we observe EHB stars in different environments,
the more complicated the picture gets. In addition to the at-
mospheric parameters and binary fraction also the pulsational
properties of EHB stars appear to markedly differ between the
field and globular cluster population, and even from one globu-
lar cluster to the next. This must point to distinct evolutionary
channels dominating the formation of these stars in the different
environments. However, more observations are needed, particu-
larly for EHB stars in globular clusters, where our understanding
of the pulsational properties is still in its infancy.
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Fig. 12. Sequence of models where the effective temperature is varied from 24,000 K to 66,000 K in steps of 2000 K over the
four plots as indicated. The top panel of each plot shows the logarithm of the Rosseland mean opacity, the middle panel shows
the derivative of the work integral and the bottom panel shows the cumulative work integral as a function of stellar depth for a
representative p-mode (where the centre of the star is to the left and the surface to the right). If the latter is positive at the surface,
the mode is excited, otherwise it is stable.
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